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Introduction
We recommend watching the p
 lay-through video and reading
the standard rules, before playing the solo version of SINS. This
document will use terms and structures from the standard
game of SINS, while also being a complete source for your solo
game experience.
The solo game has the same phase-structure, like the
multiplayer game (Status, Buy, Attack and Refresh), but with
adjusted rules for playing against the Champion (AI). The
behaviour of the Champion depends on which box you play
(“Rise of Wrath”, “Gloom of Greed” or “Ooze of Gluttony”).
You can not mix your SINS games together when playing solo.
Each box has a Champion with a unique flavour, abilities and
conditions. Actions for the Champion are determined by certain
cards revealed in the game, known as triggers.

Rise of Wrath
Find out if you can stop the gruesome cavalcade of beasts and
spirits in the fight against unrelenting Wrath.
The Rise of Wrath solo play introduces a fast paced game
and destruction of the Realm.
“I forsake the gods, for their rule is unjust. There is no reason to look
up to someone who does not meet your eye. Does not help you with
your needs. But if there is no god to seek refuge at, then where must
the hope of the living be placed? It must be placed with us. For
justice will never be given. It must be taken. And I promise this, I will
grab justice by the throat and drag it with me as I destroy those that
the justice of the gods have blissfully ignored.”
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Ooze of Gluttony
Go up against the ever devouring beasts and spirits of
Gluttony, before you yourself are consumed by your own
hunger.
The Ooze of Gluttony solo play introduces effects that
must always be triggered and punishment for keeping
cards on hand.
“I always warn the new ones. Never underestimate a gluttony beast.
They know no pain or logic. They know only the hunger and they will
do anything to satisfy it. It does not matter if they must lose a body
part to eat their prey. Worst case they eat that body part two. Most
listen, but those that do not. Well they give me the pleasure of telling
their families that there is no need to have a funeral. For there is
nothing left to bury.”

Gloom of Greed
Battle your way to dominance, for the Mistress is a fierce
opponent of greed. She will demand exquisite additions to her
endless collections. Test her patience at your own risk.
The Gloom of Greed solo play introduces time pressure
and precision thinking, with an alternative win condition
and a turn timer that can lead to defeat.
“The worth of someone can always be decided by their taste. And
their taste is always on display in their collection. We are not violent
brutes. We are sophisticated and enlightened. Where others just
want more and more we want only that which is worth having. But a
thing does not have value in itself. Value is being part of a
sophisticated whole. Your rank in society is only as fine as your
collection. So I do hope that you have brought a collection of quality
today. You do know what would happen if you didn’t.”
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How to Win
To win, you will need to reach one Dominance (two or three
if you like a longer game) on the Dominance counter, unless
specific rules state otherwise.
●

Gloom of Greed: You do not win by resolving weakness in this
game. When a card with Wrath’, a card with ‘Undead’ and a card
with “Spirit” tag is in the Champion's despair pile, you win the
game. The cards in the champions despair pile are face-up.
○ For later games you expand on these tags or change them
entirely as you please.
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Setup
Creating the Realm
Take all 70 SINS cards and find the 10 trigger cards. The
trigger cards represent the Champion during the game.
These cards are numbered x01 and x02 (where x is either A, B,
C... depending on the box). Divide the 10 trigger cards into 5
pairs.
●

●

Ooze of Gluttony: Besides setting aside the two trigger cards,
you need to set aside the 4 Incubus’ Finest (B12) cards. When to
use these cards are explained in the card effects section.
Gloom of Greed: Besides setting aside the two trigger cards, you
need to set aside 5 From The Shadows (C10) cards. Two From
The Shadows (C10) goes into your starting deck. The other three
are put in the last stacks as in the normal setup. Take a
dominance counter card and set it to zero. During this game this
will work as your turn counter.

Shuffle the remaining 60 cards face-down, then draw 3 cards
face-down and set them aside for now, they will be used
later in the setup.
Make 5 face-down piles out of the remaining 57 cards, with 10
cards in the first 4 piles, and 17 cards in the last pile.
Shuffle a pair of triggers (one x01 and one x02) into each of
the 5 piles you just created.
Finally, stack the 5 piles face-down into a single draw pile, in
the same order as you created them, from left to right, top to
bottom (thereby having the last pile at the bottom). Then,
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put the 3 cards you set aside in the first step, on top of the
draw pile.
Place the draw pile at the center of the table. This is now
known as the “top” of the Realm. Reveal 5 cards from the top
of the Realm, to form the Realm row at the center of the
table.

Champion’s Hand
The Champion's hand is considered as another player's
hand for the purpose of effects.
Draw 2 cards from the draw pile and put them f ace down
above the Realm, t o form the Champion's hand. Place these
cards side by side as shown.

Your Play Area
Take 10 Kosmos cards and deal 5 face-up as your starting
hand. Place the other 5 cards face-down in your draw pile.
Put the remaining Kosmos cards back in the box.
The Champion’s domain is an area between the Champion's
hand and the Champion's despair pile, where cards can be
placed based on card effects. See the section Triggers for more
information.
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Turn Order
* New rules for Solo play

●

●

●

●

Status Phase
○ Resolve the Champions Despair Pile
○ Check loss condition*
Buy Phase
○ Refill the Champions hand*
○ Refill the Realm*
○ Gain
○ Discard
Attack Phase*
○ Struggle
○ Suffer
○ Discard
Refresh Phase
○
○
○

You may destroy one Kosmos cards during Refresh*
Keep and Discard
Draw new hand

Status Phase
You may resolve the Champion’s despair pile. If you have 5 or
more weaknesses, you get one Dominance. Check your win
condition and loss condition.
●

Rise of Wrath: You lose if your despair pile reaches a certain
number of weaknesses, when resolved by an effect. We
recommend playing for 13 weaknesses, in your first games. For
an easier game, increase the weakness. For a harder game,
decrease the weakness.

●

Ooze of Gluttony: In this box you can lose in two ways.
Condition A: Too many cards in your discard pile. You count this
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number when your discard pile is made into your draw pile. We
recommend playing for 15 cards, in your first games. For an
easier game, increase the card count. For a harder game, decrease
the card count.
Condition B: You lose if your despair pile reaches a certain
number of weaknesses, when resolved by an effect. We
recommend playing for 10 weaknesses, in your first games. For
an easier game, increase the weakness. For a harder game,
decrease the weakness.
●

Gloom of Greed: In this box you can lose in two ways.
Condition A: If you do not give a despair to the Mistress every 8th
turn. For an easier game, increase the rounds. For a harder game,
decrease the rounds.
Condition B: You lose if your despair pile reaches a certain
number of weaknesses, when resolved by an effect. We
recommend playing for 10 weaknesses, in your first games. For
an easier game, increase the weakness. For a harder game,
decrease the weakness.

Buy Phase
Refill the Champion’s hand until you have a total of 2 cards in
the Champion’s hand.
You refill the Realm one card at the time, from the top of the
Realm. If you draw a trigger card, you perform the trigger
action immediately (see Triggers). Afterwards you continue,
until you have a total of 5 cards in the Realm.
Gain

Play any cards from your hand, one by one, activating
(optional) card-effects immediately when played.
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●

Ooze of Gluttony: Effects on cards always trigger when played.
So be careful in what order you play them.

Discard

Discard all your remaining cards in play.

Attack Phase*
You direct an attack to one or both of the cards in the
Champions hand.
●
●

You can only attack with non-Kosmos cards.
You have to direct each of your attack cards to one specific

●

targeted card, in the Champions hand.
You have to play all the cards you want to use in the attack
before you can flip the champions defence card. You resolve
effects as usual if you want to.

●

Ooze of Gluttony: Effects on cards always trigger when played.
So be careful in what order you play them.

To win a struggle against the Champion, you combine the
powers on your cards, against the target card. Your
combined power must be equal or greater than the
weakness on the targeted card, to succeed. The weakness of
the target is considered Omnis for all purposes.
For each succeeded target, give one despair f rom your draw
pile, to the Champion’s despair pile.
Discard all targeted cards.
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●

Rise of Wrath: Every Wrath in the Realm adds +1 weakness to

●

any targeted card. If you succeed, activate the “When defeated”
effect on all Wrath cards in the Realm, from left to right (see
Triggers).
Ooze of Gluttony: You may destroy one 1 Kosmos from hand in
this phase. Receive a despair attack (add the top card of the
realm to your despair pile) for every card in your hand at the end
of the attack phase. (these despair attacks are face up in the
despair pile).

Refresh Phase
●

You may destroy one Kosmos card from your hand

●
●

You may keep or discard any remaining cards in hand
Then draw cards up to your current hand size, subtracting any
despair given in this phase and remaining cards in your hand.
This limitation only applies to the current phase

●

Now take your next turn (the Champion doesn't have a turn)

●

Gloom of Greed: At the end of round add a number to the turn
counter.
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Triggers
Whenever you reveal a card, there is a possibility that the
card is a trigger card. Follow one or more of the conditions, if
applicable, and resolve their effects in order.

Wrath

Trigger
Danto’s Prophecy (A01):
When revealed from the top of the Realm:
- Do not trigger the card effect.
- Draw a card from the Realm draw pile and put it face-up in
your despair pile.
When revealed from Champion’s hand:
- Do not trigger the card effect.
- Draw a card from the Realm draw pile and put it face-up in
your despair pile.
- Move the card to Champions domain.
- Draw a new card from the Realm draw pile and put in the
Champions hand face-down.
When revealed from your despair pile:
- Do not trigger the card effect.
- Draw a card from the Realm draw pile and put it face-up in
your despair pile.
- If there is an empty space in the Realm, move it there. Or else
move the card to Champions domain.
When defeated:
- Move the card to Champions domain.
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Wrath

Trigger
Red Herring (A02):
When revealed from the Champions hand
- Do not trigger the card effect.
- Move the card to your despair pile.
- Draw a new card from the Realm draw pile and put in the
Champions hand.
When revealed from your despair pile
- Do not trigger the card effect.
- Leave the card face-up in your despair pile.
When defeated
- Do not trigger the card effect.
- Move the card face-up t o your despair pile.
- This card is permanent in your despair pile and cannot be
removed.
Bow Before Me (A09), Maga’s Torso (A10): (These cards only trigger, if no
other trigger has been activated this round).
When revealed from the top of the Realm
- Draw a card from the Realm draw pile and put it face-up in
your despair pile.
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Gluttony

Trigger
Primal Craving (B01):
When revealed from Realm
- Do not trigger the card effect.
- Move the card to Champions domain.
- Put 1 Incubus’ Finest (B12) in your discard pile.
- Turn the oldest face-down card, in your despair pile, face-up
in your despair pile (if possible) this card counts toward the
number of weaknesses for a loss.
- Draw X card from the Realm draw pile and put it face-down in
your despair pile. X = Active cards in the Champions domain
(include the card you just drew)
- Draw a new card to the Realm.
When revealed from Champions hand
- Do not trigger the card effect.
- Move the card to Champions domain.
- Put 1 Incubus’ Finest (B12) in the players discard pile
- Turn the oldest face-down card, in your despair pile, face-up
in your despair pile (if possible) this card counts toward the
number of weaknesses for a loss.
- Draw X card from the Realm draw pile and put it face-down in
your despair pile. X = Active cards in the Champions domain
(include the card you just drew).
- Draw a new card to the Champion's hand and struggle with
this card.
When revealed from Player’s despair pile
- Do not Trigger the card effect.
- Move the card to Champions domain.
- Put 1 Incubus’ Finest (B12) in the players discard pile
- Turn the oldest face-down card, in your despair pile, face-up
in your despair pile (if possible) this card counts toward the
number of weaknesses for a loss.
- Draw X card from the Realm Draw pile and put it face-down in
your Despair pile. X = Active cards in the Champions domain
(include the card you just drew).
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Gluttony

Trigger
Futile Struggle (B02):
When revealed from Realm
- Trigger the card effect 1+ X, where X = number of gluttony
cards in the Champions domain.
- Move the card face-up to your despair pile.
- Draw a new card from the Realm draw pile and put in the
empty spot.
When revealed from Champions hand
- Trigger the card effect 1+ X, where X= number of gluttony
cards in the Champions domain.
- Move the card face-up to your despair pile.
- Draw a new card from the Realm draw pile and put in the
empty spot.
When revealed from Player’s Despair pile
- Trigger the card effect 1+ X, where X= number of gluttony
cards in the Champions domain.
- Leave the card face-up in the players despair pile.

Greed

Trigger
Horseplay / (C01):
When revealed from Realm
- Do not Trigger the card effect.
- Move the card to Champions domain.
- Draw X card from the Realm draw pile and put it face-up in
your despair pile. X = Active Champions (include the card you
just drew).
- Draw a new card to the Realm.
When revealed from Champions hand
- Do not Trigger the card effect.
- Move the card to Champions domain.
- Draw X card from the Realm draw pile and put it face-up in
your despair pile. X = Active Champions (include the card you
just drew).
- Draw a new card to the Realm.
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Greed

Trigger
Mistress / (C02):
When revealed from Realm
- Do not trigger the card effect.
- Move the card to Champions domain.
- Add X turns to the turn counter. X = Active Mistress in the
champions’ domain (include the card you just drew).
- Draw a new card to the Realm.
When revealed from the Champions hand
- Do not trigger the card effect.
- Move the card to Champions domain.
- Draw a new card to the Realm.
- Add X turns to the turn counter. X = Active Mistress in the
champions’ domain (include the card you just drew).
- Draw a new card to the Realm.
When revealed from your despair pile
- Do not trigger the card effect.
- Move the card to Champions domain.
- Add X turns to the turn counter. X = Active Mistress in the
champions’ domain (include the card you just drew).
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Card Effects
Wrath

Card Effect
Superiority (A03): This card targets your despair pile.

Honour Thy Mother (A04): This card targets your despair pile.

Forgotten Pillar (A13): This card can be played whenever the player is
about to despair from a trigger effect. The effect will prevent despair.
Both the despair card and (A13) are destroyed afterwards.
Exception: Wrath cards cannot be destroyed

Dying Lantern (A14): Works the same way as (A13)
This card can be played whenever the player is about to despair from a
trigger effect. The effect will prevent despair.
Both the despair card and (A13) are destroyed afterwards.
Exception: Wrath cards cannot be destroyed
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Gluttony

Card Effect
Fellow Rider (B05): Add 1 Omnis-weakness to the defending card in the
Champions hand.

Enlightened one ( B09): You can only swap face-down cards in your
despair pile. If there is nothing to swap nothing happens.
B09 is face up in the despair pile, if it was swapped there. The top card
of your deck that was swapped is not.
Ancient Reign (B10): The turn after you activated this card’s effect, you
cannot get despair by trigger effects and you may ignore the effect of
Incubus’ Finest (B12). ( Your despair pile does not resolve).

Endless Desire (B11): When played, you can look at both of the
Champions cards and you turn the cards face up.
If a Gluttony card is revealed, See Action Box
Then you continue playing the rest of your cards.
Incubus Finest (B12): E
 verytime you reveal Primal Carving (B01) you
gain a Incubus Finest (B12) c ard from the Musculus pile and put it into
your discard Pile.
Incubus Finest (B12) must be played the turn that it is drawn. But when
it is played is up to you. When played, all face-down cards in your
despair pile are turned face-up and the loss condition is checked. The
cards revealed by this effect stay in your despair pile even if the
number of weaknesses does not trigger your loss condition.
Heart of Darkness (B13): Gain the top card the champions discard pile.
These are the cards removed from the champions hand after a
struggle.
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Greed

Card Effect
Abandoned Scribe (C03): S
 tops the Mistress from adding a turn to the
turn-counter at the end of the turn this is played. This does not work
against trigger effects.

Ignited Path (C05): T
 he effect on this card does nothing in this game.

Faithful Resolve (C07): Destroy this card to remove the top revealed
card in your despair pile.

Clever Tactics (C08): Swap two cards between two despair piles.

From the Shadows (C10): Two of these start in your deck.

Tumult (C13): Both discards piles can be used.
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